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3. Allocation and Programme management

3.1 The internships will be for a duration of between 4 and 8 weeks with the intern working on a full-time or part
time basis. Full time positions are based on a 35 hour week. Any extension of internships past the agreed term 
must be funded by the partner university and/or the SME. 

3.2 Santander Universities disclaims all liability for breaches of employment laws and regulations by partner 
universities and SMEs. Each participating partner university and SME agree to operate the internship scheme in 
accordance with all employment laws and regulations and to indemnify Santander Universities in relation to all 
loss or damage it may suffer as a result of their failures to comply with such laws or regulations. 

4. Funding and payment

4.1 Each intern under the Programme shall be paid a minimum of £315 per week based on a 35 hour week (unless 
located within the boroughs of Greater London see section 4b ). 

(a) Santander Universities will contribute up to a maximum of£ 1,260. Internships between 4 and 8 weeks will be 
part-funded by Santander at a rate of£ 157.50 per week to a maximum of £1,260, to be matched by the SME or 
University, these internships will not be fully funded by Santander at any point. The hours agreed between the 
student / university / business can be spread along the year, but always in line with the criteria described above.
The table below illustrates the contribution from Santander and the SME or another source (where applicable)

Internship Length 4 5 6 7 8 

Weeks Weeks Weeks Weeks Weeks 

Santander £630 £787.5 £945 £1,102. £1,260 
Funding 0 50 

SME/Other £630 £787.5 £945 £1,102. £1,260 
Contribution 0 50 

*Calculated by the Resolution Foundal!on and overseen by the L1vmg Wage Comm1ss1on UK (September 2019) 

(b) The London Living Wage in Greater London is currently £10.55 per hour. The rates are calculated annually
by the Resolution Foundation and overseen by the Living Wage Commission, based on the best available evidence
about living standards in London and the UK. Santander Universities recommends that for internships that take
place in all boroughs of Greater London the below payment structure is used.

Internship Length 4 5 6 7 8 

Weeks Weeks Weeks Weeks Weeks 

Santander £738.5 £923.l £1107. £1292. £1,477 
Funding 0 3 75 38 

SME/Other £738.5 £923.1 £1107. £1292. £1,477 
Contribution 3 75 38 

*Calculated by the Resolution Foundallon and overseen by the L1vmg Wage Comnuss1on UK (September 2019) 

(c) Santander Universities will fully fund the salary of a CEO's start-up located at the university incubator for a
maximum of 8 weeks (this means a maximum of £3,000 per start-up). The maximum number of CEO's that

can be fully funded by Santander is 3.

(d) Santander Universities will fully fund the salary of an intern working at a start-up located at the university
incubator for a maximum of 4 weeks (this means a maximum of£ 1,260 per start-up), unless located within the
boroughs of Greater London, in which case the maximum will be of£1,477).

(e) University partners shall invoice Santander UK for the full amount detailed above within 60 days of signing
the agreement or shall lose the ability to be entitled to the donation.

(t) The partner university in receipt of such grant shall ensure that this amount is forwarded to the allocated intern
or SME.

(g) The SME will pay the remaining matched funded element where applicable (or other higher sum that the SME
has agreed to pay the intern). The SME is entitled to provide more than minimum matched funded element towards
the intern's salary over the agreed period if they choose to do so. The partner universities and the particular SMEs'
shall determine how payment is to be made and agree this with the intern prior to commencement of the internship.
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